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Introduction

• 7-10 million Southern Europeans (SE) migrated to Northern Europe (NE) btw 
1950 and 1970

• SE migration to NE  was largely a “non-issue”…
• Recognized as key for postwar reconstruction 
• SE 1st & 2nd generations often depicted as “model minorities”  (Wimmer 2013; Strijbis & 

Polavieja 2018)
• After Maastricht Treaty (1992) new highly educated SE movers enjoyed a privileged 

legal and symbolic status as EU citizens…
• The immigrant incorporation and ethnic-boundary literatures have paid very little 

attention to SE descendants in NE

• …until the Great Recession and the Eurozone crisis



In the aftermath of the GR & the Eurozone crisis…

• SE-NE migration flows increasingly politicized

• Negative stereotypes about SE’s alleged ‘national 
character’ in the NE media & political discourse (see e.g. van 
Hecke 2015; Heinrich & Stahl 2015; Van Vossole 2016)

• Moralistic overtone contrasting….
- Disciplined, frugal, hard-working, honest  NEs

- Lazy, extravagant, corrupt, backward SEs

• Growing interest in intra-European boundaries and ethnic 
hierarchies in the ethnic-boundary literature(see e.g. Antonucci
and Varriale 2019; Capucha et al. 2014; Golec de Zavala et al. 2017; Sierp and 
Karner 2017;  Van Vossole 2016)

• But focus on discursive intra-EU boundary-making 
processes
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The Politization of ‘PIGS’ 



…“Look at Tsipras [Greek Prime Minister], look at Varoufakis [Greek Finance 
Minister]. Would you buy a used car from them? When your answer is no, then vote 
no today!”

- Klaus Peter Willsch, member of the German CDU, Bundestag debate on the extension of the 
Greek bailout, 27 February 2015
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The Politization of ‘PIGS’ 



…“As a social democrat, I consider solidarity to be extremely important. But whoever 
demands it also has to hold up their end of the bargain. I cannot spend all my money 
on liquor and women and then ask for your support. This principle applies on a 
personal, local, national and also on a European level.” 

- Jeroen Dijsselbloem, Dutch finance minister & president of the Eurogroup, reflecting on the 
bailout deates, March 20th 2017, (quoted in El Pais)
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The Politization of ‘PIGS’ 
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May 30, 2020 Dutch 

weekly Elsevier 

Weekblad

“Not another 

cent for 

Southern 

Europe”
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Framework
(i.e. our main arguments)



Stereotypes & ethnic boundaries 

• Negative stereotypes per se do not prove the existence of real ethnic 
boundaries

• We need evidence that symbolic boundaries act as mechanisms of social 
closure

• PIGS stereotypes have closure potential because they pick on  productivity-
relevant traits

• Hypothesis→ NE employers could draw on negative stereotypes in 
(miss)informing their hiring decisions



Discrimination

• Employers operate under uncertainty and info constraints and seek to minimize contractual 
hazard

• Crucial to foresee applicants’ potential productivity (PP)

• Applicants’ ethnicity can act as a signal for PP if employers use categorical thinking

• Perceivers construe targets as members of “social categories”, to which fixed attributes 
(stereotypes) are attached (Allport 1954; Fiske & Neuberg 1990)→ Likely an automatic 
process (Devine 1989)

• Categorical thinking might lead to different forms of D

• Taste-based D (irrational) (Becker 1957) → based on “faulty and inflexible 
generalizations”” (Allport 1955) and “folk inferences”, e.g. “all Germans are hardworking”

• Statistical D (rational) (Phelps 1972)→ Employers might use stereotypes to overcome 
information deficits, e.g. Germans are more likely to be hardworking than SEs on average



Discrimination

Negative stereotypes can be trumped with…

1. more accurate (positive) information
• Pre-existing positive “model-minority”  stereotypes
• Positive first-hand experiences with outgroup members (Allport 1954; Pettigrew 1988)

2. better (i.e. less noisy)  productivity signals
• E.g. official education & training transcripts/reports stronger signal of Q than self-

reports
• All the more so if reporting is standardized

• Statistical D should decline with information!



Discrimination

2 mechanisms of ethnic D (typically confounded)

1. Outgroup targeted D→ based on negative stereotypes against a given categorized 
outgroup

2. Ingroup favouritism→ Based on ethnic homophily (LeVine and Campbell 1973; 
Browon 2000; Hornsey 2008)

• Standard measures of LMD confound the 2 by using “majority” applicants as the control 
group→ i.e. by contrasting outgroup callback rates with ingropup callback rates



Goals & ID strategy

• Test for targeted D in hiring against applicant of SE descent (1.5 & 2nd generation) in NE

• Using a sub-sample of the GEMM study (2016-2018), including over 3,500 firms across 3 
NE countries (DE, NL & NO)

• Our ID strategy exploits …
1. Country-level variation in 3 key macro-level characteristics potentially linked to targeted-D

1. Political climate

2. Migration histories

3. Standardisation of hiring procedures
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Goals & ID strategy

• Test for targeted D against applicant of SE descent in NE

• Using a sub-sample of the GEMM study, including over 3,000 firms across 3 NE countries 
(DE, NL & NO)

• Our ID strategy…
1. Country-level variation in 3 key dimensions potentially linked to targeted D

2. Variation in exposure to negative stereotypes across SE groups linked to bailout (GR &ES vs IT)→
(treatment-constancy test)

3. A placebo treatment to ID targeted D (placebo test): 

French-origin job applicants

✓ cultural/linguistic/geographic proximity to SE

× But no negative stereotypes in context of Euro Debt crisis 

4. A benchmark treatment→ Applicants of African descent to gauge intensity of targeted D

5. A diagnostic test → randomizing productivity signals to test for D mechanisms (taste vs Stat)



What we cannot do

• We cannot ID the effect of any negative sterotype/prejudice directly because we do not 
observe hiring decisions only outcomes

• We cannot compare our D estimates with previous D estimates (because there aren’t any!)

• Hence we cannot provide any definitive proof that D is actually triggered by the 
activation of anti-PIGS stereotypes in the context of recession and Eurozone crisis…

• But we can test 

1. whether there is D against SE 
2. whether D is targeted in a way that is consistent with the politics of the Euro crisis 
3. How big D is compared to our benchmark treatment 
4. Where D propensity against SE decreases with information on productivity
5. Discuss possible alternative explanations



• Unpaired design (1 application per vacancy)

• All applications include CV + Cover letter

• All applicants are nationals of & have received all their education in DE/NO/NL

• The same 6 core occupations accounting roughly for 20% of  national workforce

Data & Research design



Characteristics fixed within occupations:

✓ Age (22-28 depending on occup.)

✓ Work experience (4 years)

✓ Level of education (as required)

✓ Job-specific skills (as required)

✓ Languages spoken:

✓ National language

✓ English (level as credible by

occup.)

Treatments

✓ Ethnicity

…Signalled  by name+ 

ancestry language + 

country of descent (in 

cover letter)

✓ Gender

Data & Research design



Country of descent Male name Female name Surnames N of applications sent

DE NL NO All

Native

Germany (DE) Paul Lisa Schneider 800 800

Netherlands (NL) Jeroen Maaike De Vries 1,148 1,148

Norway (NO) Kristian  Silje Hansen 727 727

Southern European

Greece (GR) Giorgos Konstantina Papadopoulos/ou 51 50 42 143

Spain (ES) Álvaro Alba Martínez García 46 56 44 146

Italy Francesco Valentina Marino 51 57 41 149

Bailed-out (GR+ES) (97) (106) (86) (289)

Placebo treatment

France Guillaume Claire Durand 44 59 46 149

African (benchmark treatment)

Nigeria/                         

Uganda

Akintunde/ 

Wemusa

Adeola/ 

Kisakye

Oladejo/

Ndikumana

138 120 76 334

Total 1,130 1,490 976 3,596

Table 1: Names and N of Applications sent per country of the 
Experiment



OUTCOME VARIABLE

Callback

Positive response invitation / pre-selection / interest

Negative response explicit rejection / no response in 12 weeks

Call-back ratios (CBR) as ATE

CBR= 

1

𝑁
σ𝑖=1
𝑁 𝑌(0)

1

𝑁
σ𝑖=1
𝑁 𝑌(1)

, where: 

Yi(1)→ Outcome if treated (+ callbacks  for applicants of foreign descent)

Yi(0)→ Outcome if not treated (+ callbacks for applicants of native descent)
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Empirical Expectations

1. Cross-country

Differing degrees of targeted D in each national context 

EXPECTATION 1: NL>DE; NL>NO; DE?NO

2. Cross-ancestry

Intensity of targteted D depends on bailout status

EXPECTATION 2: GR,ES>IT

• Placebo treatment

EXPECTATION 3: FR<GR,ES; FR?IT



Findings



Table 3. Callback Probabilities (Odds Ratios) 
by Region of Descent. Southern European 
Descendants Combined
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Table 2. 
Callback 
Probabilities 
(Odds Ratios) 
by Region of 
Descent

Germany Netherlands Norway

VARIABLES odds ratio odds ratio odds ratio

Descent (ref. Native)

Southern European 0.895 0.706** 0.597**

[0.162] [0.120] [0.128]

French 0.795 0.792 0.459**

[0.249] [0.215] [0.168]

African 0.611*** 0.496*** 0.431***

[0.115] [0.0995] [0.126]

Constant 1.287*** 1.056 0.606***

[0.106] [0.0712] [0.0573]

Observations 1,105 1,468 970

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1   Standard Errors in brackets

Note: Models control for the skill requirements of the occupation
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KEY FINDINGS: SEs combined

• Germany:  no D observed against SE or FR-origin applicants.
(also, lowest levels of D against African-origin applicants (CBR= 1.2)  across all three 
countries of study)

• Netherlands and Norway: significant levels of D against SE-origin applicants 
(CBR Netherlands= 1.2; Norway= 1.5).

• but different mechanisms of D:

- Netherlands: targeted (no D against FR descendants)

- Norway: ingroup favoritism (all non-native descendants)
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Table 3. 

Callback 

Probabilities 

(Odds Ratios) 

by Region of 

Descent. 

Southern 

European 

Descendants 

Disaggregated 

by Bailed-Out 

Status

Germany Netherlands Norway

VARIABLES odds ratio odds ratio odds ratio

Descent (ref. Native)

SE bailed out (GR & ES) 1.019 0.572*** 0.521**

[0.223] [0.119] [0.137]

SE not bailed out (IT) 0.700 1.043 0.782

[0.205] [0.289] [0.271]

French 0.794 0.792 0.458**

[0.249] [0.215] [0.168]

African 0.611*** 0.496*** 0.431***

[0.115] [0.0995] [0.126]

Constant 1.287*** 1.056 0.604***

[0.106] [0.0712] [0.0573]

Observations 1,105 1,468 970

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1      Standard Errors in brackets

Note: Models control for the skill requirements of the occupation
29



Table 4. 
Callback 

Probabilities 

(Odds Ratios) 

by Region of 

Descent. 

Southern 

European 

Descendants 

Disaggregated 

by Country 

GERMANY NETHERLANDS NORWAY

VARIABLES odds ratio odds ratio odds ratio

Descent (ref. Native)

Greek 0.857 0.597* 0.442**

[0.248] [0.176] [0.170]

Spanish 1.249 0.550** 0.601

[0.395] [0.155] [0.209]

Italian 0.700 1.043 0.781

[0.205] [0.289] [0.271]

French 0.795 0.792 0.459**

[0.249] [0.215] [0.168]

African 0.611*** 0.496*** 0.431***

[0.115] [0.0995] [0.126]

Constant 1.288*** 1.056 0.606***

[0.106] [0.0712] [0.0574]

Observations 1,105 1,468 970

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1       Standard Errors in brackets

Note: Models control for the skill requirements of the occupation 30
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40.6***
CBR=1.3
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40.6***
CBR=1.3



Key findings: SEs disaggregated

• Netherlands: very high D against Greek-origin (CBR=1.3) and Spanish-origin 
(CBR=1.4)  applicants 
But no D found for Italian-origin applicants→ may suggest a bailout effect on targeted stereotyping
→ Note the average White/Black CBR in the US is 1.4 (Quillian et al.’s 2017 meta-analysis of all 
field exp. on racial D published since 1989 in the US, n=24)

• Norway: results more blurred, but placebo (French) and benchmark (African) tests 
strong indicators of ethnic homophily as main driver of D

• Germany:  no D observed across any ancestry groups except for African-origin
Note: Spanish descendants have higher callback rates than native German descendants while 
Italian descendants have lower callback rates (consistent with lower LM attainment for Italo-
descendants Kalter & Granato 2007: Kristen & Granato 2007)
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A diagnostic test for targeted D

• Is targeted D against bailed-out SEs in the NL due to information deficits?

Δ uncertainty about productivity→ Δ Prob of using negative stereotypes drawn from a 
negative political climate

Hence, reducing information déficits should  reduce D propensity

• GEMM used 3 randoms treatmenys on productivity:
1. High academic performance (high grades vs no info) CV
2. Job performance (high job motibationleading to high performance vs no info) CL
3. High soft skills (teamwork disposition and firdnliness vs no info) CL

• Only 2 out 12 previous papers using diagnostic tests found adding info 
reduced D propensity (see reviews in Bertrand and Duflo 2017; Thijssen et al. 2021)  
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Figure 4. Callback probabilities by N of  productivity signals and ancestry in the 
Netherlands



Conclusions 

• Images of leisurely SEs have social-closure potential

• Findings consistent with stereotype-driven D in the Netherlands —targeted to 
descendants from GR & ES (bailed-out countries) 

• D seems severe!!

• D related to productivity assessments→ decreases with productivity 
signals 

• No D in Germany
• SE 2nd largest 2nd generation in DE→ Positive stereotypes + ↑ P positive social 

contact→ stereotype-neutralizing effect

• Very standardized application processes→ ↓ D

• High D in Norway across ancestry groups suggests ingroup favouritism



Discussion: alternative explanations

• NE’s negative stereotypes could be fed by 
their own sun & beach  leisure activities 

Why is D against Spanish desc. so high in NL?

1. Spanish descendants could be mistaken by 
(more distant) Latin American descendants 

2. The long shadow of history?
• Imperial rivalries, Protestant hostility and 

independence wars→ A long-lasting effect of the  
“Black Legend”?
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Discussion: Alternative explanations

“.. let us view those great and warlike septentrional nations which 
replenish every place with men, armour and horses, not only to 
defend and maintain the Scepter of France, but therewithal and with 
one breath to go and abate the pride and insolence of these 
Negroes” 

-The  Coppie of the Anti-Spaniard, made at Paris by a French man, a Catholique.

wherein is directly proved how the Spanish King is the only cause of all the troubles in 
France. 

Translated out of French into English, LONDON, 1590
https://ota.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/repository/xmlui/bitstream/handle/20.500.12024/A20435/A20435.html?sequence=5&isAllowed=y

https://ota.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/repository/xmlui/bitstream/handle/20.500.12024/A20435/A20435.html?sequence=5&isAllowed=y


Q&A

http://www.d-labsite.com/


Appendix: Callback Estimates based on Linear Probability Models
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Table A1. Linear Probability Estimates (OLS) of Callback by Region of Descent. 

Southern European Descendants Combined

Germany Netehrlands Norway

VARIABLES OLS OLS OLS

Descent (ref. Native)

Southern European -0.0273 -0.0861** -0.113**

[0.0449] [0.0416] [0.0457]

French -0.0570 -0.0574 -0.162**

[0.0780] [0.0668] [0.0727]

African -0.123*** -0.171*** -0.172***

[0.0464] [0.0479] [0.0571]

Constant 0.563*** 0.514*** 0.378***

[0.0203] [0.0167] [0.0215]

Observations 1,105 1,468 970

R-squared 0.007 0.020 0.018

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1      Standard Errors in brackets

Note: Models control for the skill requirements of the occupation
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Table A2. Linear Probability Estimates of Callback by Region of Descent. Southern 

European Descendants Disaggregated by Bailed-Out Status

Germany Netehrlands Norway

VARIABLES OLS OLS OLS

Descent (ref. Native)

SE bailed out (GR & ES) 0.00468 -0.137*** -0.139**

[0.0538] [0.0503] [0.0540]

SE not bailed out (IT) -0.0888 0.0104 -0.0563

[0.0726] [0.0678] [0.0770]

French -0.0571 -0.0573 -0.162**

[0.0779] [0.0668] [0.0727]

African -0.123*** -0.171*** -0.172***

[0.0463] [0.0479] [0.0571]

Constant 0.563*** 0.514*** 0.377***

[0.0203] [0.0167] [0.0215]

Observations 1,105 1,468 970

R-squared 0.008 0.022 0.018

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1      Standard Errors in brackets

Note: Models control for the skill requirements of the occupation
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Table A3. Linear Probability Estimates (OLS) of Callback  by Region of Descent. 

Southern European Descendants Disaggregated by Country

Germany

Netehrland

s Norway

VARIABLES OLS OLS OLS

Descent (ref. Native)

Greek -0.0383 -0.127* -0.167**

[0.0719] [0.0716] [0.0752]

Spanish 0.0535 -0.146** -0.112

[0.0763] [0.0678] [0.0735]

Italian -0.0887 0.0104 -0.0564

[0.0726] [0.0678] [0.0770]

French -0.0570 -0.0573 -0.162**

[0.0780] [0.0668] [0.0727]

African -0.123*** -0.171*** -0.172***

[0.0464] [0.0479] [0.0571]

Constant 0.563*** 0.514*** 0.377***

[0.0203] [0.0167] [0.0215]

Observations 1,105 1,468 970

R-squared 0.009 0.022 0.019

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1       Standard Errors in brackets

Note: Models control for the skill requirements of the occupation
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